Supplementary
IV FV-SET7 gene17873 XP_004289409.1 FV-SET41 gene12820 XP_004307957.1 V FV-SET33 gene02482 XP_004304345.1 FV-SET40 gene03234 XP_004307309.1 FV-SET34 gene01396 XP_004304567.1 FV-SET26 gene06630 XP_004298233.1 FV-SET45 gene07293 XP_004310138.1 FV-SET18 gene19999 XP_004295500.1 FV-SET30 gene20484 XP 004300536.1 FV SET30 gene20484 XP_004300536.1 FV-SET14 gene08379 XP_004292255.1 FV-SET13 gene08324 XP_004292239.1 FV-SET11 gene11265 XP_004290913.1 FV-SET17 gene21746 XP_004293056.1 FV-SET35 gene16684 XP_004304779.1 FV-SET44 gene07805 XP_004309929.1 FV-SET22 gene11562 XP_004297848.1 FV-SET31 gene29411 XP_004300581.1 VI FV-SET20 gene22755 XP_004296999.1 FV-SET3 gene23908 XP_004287921.1 FV-SET36 gene18071 XP_004305542.1 FV-SET9 gene08123 XP_004290505.1 FV-SET28 gene04715 XP_004298417.1 FV-SET10 gene11111 XP 004290832 1 FV-SET10 gene11111 XP_004290832.1 FV-SET12 gene25503 XP_004292117.1 VII FV-SET5 gene31667 XP_004288574.1 FV-SET37 gene15541 XP_004305682.1 FV-SET23 gene16946 XP_004297873.1 FV-SET27 gene04693 XP_004298409.1 FV-SET19 gene19947 XP_004295521.1 FV-SET21 gene06267 XP_004297442.1 FV-SET43 gene23354 XP_004308826.1 Supplementary
